Yes/No Rhyming Bingo
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Instructions:
Print out all of the cards. Cut apart the calling cards and mix them up. To play, give each child in the group a bingo card and some markers. Call out a pair of words from one of the calling cards. If the words rhyme, then the children should find a “yes” box and put a marker on it. If not, then they put a marker on a “no” box. The first child to cover up all of the spaces on his or her card is the winner of that round. In my class, we keep playing until each child at the table has covered all of their spaces, and then we play again. Have fun!
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ball
fall
dog
cat
fall
jump
pat
mat
dog
dog
frog
frog
snake
base
chase
mix
max
base
ball
bed
head
fix
mix
bed
table